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Our home should be created with ideas, ambitions, 
individuality and love – combination of qualities and 
values which should turn it into the coziest place for 
our family.

We offer you a partnership based on professionalism 
and trust. Our window system solutions follow the 
various trends in classical to modern architecture.

Our main goal to work in collaboration and offer 
you the most effective product which will make 
your home cozier and less energy dependent. 
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FAMILY HOUSESAVANT-GARDE HOUSES

DESIGN AND ARCHITECTURE
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MULTI-FAMILY RESIDENTIAL BUILDINGS PUBLIC BUILDINGS

Feel free to make the right choice according to your 
needs. It will be our pleasure to help you choose the 

most suitable windows for your home and give our 
competent opinion on all matters.
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CLEAN AND PLAIN LINES.
COMBINATION OF HIGH 
TECHNOLOGY AND DESIGN.
Modern architecture makes an increased use of avant-
garde cubic shapes, clean lines and elements. Windows 
are often non-standard. The systems described in this 
section have clean lines, minimum visible profile width 
and tensile strength which allow the construction of 
windows with bigger size than the common standard 
for openable window systems. They have high levels 
of sound and thermal insulation and at the same 
time complement ideally its overall appearance, 
lending ethereality and naturalness of the view 
and letting nature into your home.

AVANT-GARDE
HOUSES
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The new generation of Schüco 
AWS windows (Aluminium Window 
System) – solution meeting all 
challenges of modern architecture.

The German window system manufacturer Schüco 
is famous for its constant striving for perfection 
of its products. The brand offers window systems 
characterized by high thermal insulation, shallow 
construction depth and thin visible width. The 
construction materials that are used are small 
in number but are very well-coordinated. Schüco 
innovations guarantee windows with higher quality 
and offer Schüco architects the opportunity to 
explore infinite possibilities. 

AVANT-GARDE
HOUSES
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construction
depth

frame
and wing

width

double-wing
divider
width

fixed tilt and
turn tilt slide sliding

door
low

threshold
quantity colour

thermal
insulation

sound
insulation

application

seal 

casingsecurity
class

opening configurationsdimensions (mm)

movable
divider
width

ALUMINIUM 
SYSTEMS 

Uw до
1,2* W/m2K

Uw до
1,1* W/m2K

37-48 dB

34-45 dB

RC3

RC1

System casing
Awan Tec
TipTronic

System casing
Awan Tec
TipTronic

Window system with high levels 
of thermal and sound insulation

Allows incorporation of fixed 
elements which are optically 
similar to the openable ones

Attractive design

High glass surface transparency 

AWS 75 BS SI

AWS 105 CC HI

Innovative system 
with thermal insulation 

High levels of sound 
insulation

Possibility for the 
incorporation of sun 
protection devices 

AVANT-GARDE
HOUSES
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construction
depth

frame
and wing

width

double-wing
divider
width

fixed tilt and
turn tilt slide sliding

door
low

threshold
quantity colour

thermal
insulation

sound
insulation

application

seal 

casingsecurity
class

opening configurationsdimensions (mm)

movable
divider
width

105

75

103

67

143

83

-

107

4 pcs

3 pcs

black

black
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construction
depth

frame
and wing

width

double-wing
divider
width

fixed tilt and
turn tilt slide sliding

door
low

threshold
quantity colour

thermal
insulation

sound
insulation

application

seal 

casingsecurity
class

opening configurationsdimensions (mm)

movable
divider
width

AWS 75 SI

Thermally insulated system 
with 75 mm construction 
depth

Extremely high levels of 
insulation comparable to 
wooden and PVC window 
systems

ALUMINIUM 
SYSTEMS 

34-47 dB

34-48 dB

RC3

RC3

System casing
Awan Tec
TipTronic

System casing
Awan Tec
TipTronic

Excellent thermal 
and sound insulation

Preferred aluminium 
system for passive 
buildings

AWS 90 SI+

Uw до
0,8* W/m2K

Uw до
1,0* W/m2K

AVANT-GARDE
HOUSES
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construction
depth

frame
and wing

width

double-wing
divider
width

fixed tilt and
turn tilt slide sliding

door
low

threshold
quantity colour

thermal
insulation

sound
insulation

application

seal 

casingsecurity
class

opening configurationsdimensions (mm)

movable
divider
width

90

75

99

91

148

132

172

156

2 pcs

2 pcs

black

black
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Wood has been used in window construction since the Middle Ages 
and it is still preferred today despite the available materials with 
longer service life. However, they cannot create the sensation of 
coziness and warmth which only the wooden window can achieve. 
Window systems made from virgin wood have gone a long way in 
their development, turning from simple wooden strucures into 
high-tech products. Today they are an example of high quality. 

FAMILY
HOUSES

Design for connoisseurs and 
technologies of the future.
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The result is extraordinary – high quality door and 
window systems with longer service life, excellent 
protection against weather conditions and elegant 
appearance. WALEO-100 meets the highest standards 
of thermal and sound insulation. It guarantees the 
coziness of your home.

WALEO-100 system 
combines aluminium 
structure and virgin wood.

FAMILY
HOUSES
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construction
depth

frame
and wing

width

double-wing
divider
width

fixed tilt and
turn tilt slide sliding

door
low

threshold
quantity colour

thermal
insulation

sound
insulation

application

seal 

casingsecurity
class

opening configurationsdimensions (mm)

movable
divider
width

WOODEN 
SYSTEMS

ADS VALEO 100

DS 68 CLASSIC

100 mm of thermal insulation 
system – combination of 
aluminium and wood

Possibility for the fabrication 
of non-standard wooden 
profiles tailored to 
customer’s needs

Possibility for the fabrication 
of wooden window liners 
tailored to the customer’s 
needs

Window system made 
from triple solid wood

68 mm Eurofalz

24-30 mm glass unit

Possibility for triple 
glazed windows – 36 mm

Enhanced insulation properties 
tailored according to the 
customer’s needs 

34-47 dB

31-42 dB

RC2

RC2

Gu Uni Dget

Mako
Sigenia

Uw до
1,0* W/m2K

Uw до
1,0* W/m2K

FAMILY
HOUSES
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construction
depth

frame
and wing

width

double-wing
divider
width

fixed tilt and
turn tilt slide sliding

door
low

threshold
quantity colour

thermal
insulation

sound
insulation

application

seal 

casingsecurity
class

opening configurationsdimensions (mm)

movable
divider
width

100

68

121

80

143

119

175

188

3 pcs

2 pcs

black

black
white
grey

brown 
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RESIDENTIAL
BUILDINGS

Traditional and elegant 
shapes in a classical line.
This section focuses on window systems particularly suitable for 
standard apartment buildings. They are part of the product ranges of 
the leading European profile door and window system manufacturers 
Schüco, Trocal and Alumil. We’ve selected one of the best medium 
and high ranking products. The systems are used in the design and 
construction of low energy houses. Enjoy our windows while doing 
your everyday.
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RESIDENTIAL
BUILDINGS
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Bad weather is not an obstacle 
for the high weather-proof 
AWS 70 HI systems.

They have an excellent water disposal system thanks 
to which they are resistant to the heaviest rain and 
the strongest wind. AWS 70 HI possesses all window 
system characteristics of the highest class and boasts 
extraordinary static and thermal insulation properties. 
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The series has an extraordinary Uf value of 
2.6 W/m2K, 60 mm construction depth and all 
advantages of the aluminium window: stability, 
small visible widths, solidity and diversity. Schüco 
Novonic 60 is suitable for every modern home.

Schüco Novonic 60 combines 
modern design and excellent 
thermal insulation properties.

RESIDENTIAL
BUILDINGS
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construction
depth

frame
and wing

width

double-wing
divider
width

fixed tilt and
turn tilt slide sliding

door
low

threshold
quantity colour

thermal
insulation

sound
insulation

application

seal 

casingsecurity
class

opening configurationsdimensions (mm)

movable
divider
width

STANDARD 
ALUMINIUM

SYSTEMS

AWS 70 HI

AWS 70 RL HI

Universal thermal 
insulation system

Enhanced thermal 
insulation properties

Standard aluminium 
thermal insulation system

Good thermal insulation 
properties

Specific design similar 
to optics of an wooden 
window 

Suitable for country houses 

34-48 dB

34-48 dB

RC3

RC3

System casing
Awan Tec
TipTronic

System casing
Awan Tec

Uw до
1,2* W/m2K

Uw до
1,2* W/m2K

RESIDENTIAL
BUILDINGS
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construction
depth

frame
and wing

width

double-wing
divider
width

fixed tilt and
turn tilt slide sliding

door
low

threshold
quantity colour

thermal
insulation

sound
insulation

application

seal 

casingsecurity
class

opening configurationsdimensions (mm)

movable
divider
width

70

80

91

107

132

163

156

180

2 pcs

2 pcs

black

black
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construction
depth

frame
and wing

width

double-wing
divider
width

fixed tilt and
turn tilt slide sliding

door
low

threshold
quantity colour

thermal
insulation

sound
insulation

application

seal 

casingsecurity
class

opening configurationsdimensions (mm)

movable
divider
width

ECONOMICAL 
ALUMINIUM

SYSTEMS

NOVONIC 60

Е 45

ALUMIL М 9650

Innovative thermal insulation 
system, leader in the medium 
ranking windows

Extremely durable

Minimum visible widths

Diverse design

Standard thermal insulation 
aluminium system

Construction depth - 69 mm 

Diverse design

Economical solution for 
a thermally insulated window

Construction depth - 63 mm

34-44 dB

36-42 dB

34-40 dB

RC1

RC2

RC2

System casing

Mako
Gu Uni Dget

Roto

Mako
Gu Uni Dget

Roto

Uw до
1,3* W/m2K

Uw до
1,9* W/m2K

Uw до
2,6* W/m2K

RESIDENTIAL
BUILDINGS
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construction
depth

frame
and wing

width

double-wing
divider
width

fixed tilt and
turn tilt slide sliding

door
low

threshold
quantity colour

thermal
insulation

sound
insulation

application

seal 

casingsecurity
class

opening configurationsdimensions (mm)

movable
divider
width

60

69

63

100

105

82

147

124

121

166

154

145

2 pcs

3 pcs

3 pcs

black

black

black
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RESIDENTIAL
BUILDINGS
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A single-family house can save up to 1441 liters of heating fuel, 
at the same time protecting the environment by saving 4546 kg 
of carbon dioxide. The seven-chamber profile system of Schüco 
Alu inside reaches a very high thermal insulation coefficient which 
so far has been impossible to reach without additional measures.

The patented compound technology of aluminium and plastic 
strengthens the plastic profile structure much more efficiently than 
the standard profiles, avoiding the use of steel reinforcement. The 
removal of the thermal bridge increases significantly the insulation 
properties of the profiles, thus reducing condensation and moisture. 
Special attention is paid to security: the energy optimized window 
Schüco Alu Inside offers high material stability and constriction 
depth of 82 mm with incorporated casing. 

Apart from its innovative technology the energy optimized 
window Schüco ThermoPlus is has high sound insulation levels 
and weatherproofing. It creates a sensation of coziness and 
does not allow low winter temperatures to be felt in the room. 
It is elegant, thin and lets more sunshine into your home. 
Thanks to Schüco Alu Inside your windows can be even 
more spacious and bright.

Energy optimized Schüco ALU 
INSIDE windows can decrease 
your energy costs by 33%.
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construction
depth

frame
and wing

width

double-wing
divider
width

fixed tilt and
turn tilt slide sliding

door
low

threshold
quantity colour

thermal
insulation

sound
insulation

application

seal 

casingsecurity
class

opening configurationsdimensions (mm)

movable
divider
width

PVC
SYSTEMS 

Innovative high quality door 
and window PCV system
Extremely high levels of 
thermal and sound insulation
The profiles have an integrated 
aluminium enhancer
Passive building certification 
Dr. Wolfgang Feist

PVC window system with high 
levels of thermal and sound 
insulation 

Possibility for a glazed 
window up to 51 mm

Meets passive house standards

Five-chamber system

Patented dividing walls which 
additionally strengthen the 
profile 

100% recyclable 

Lead-free Greenline technology 

CORONA SI 82 Alu inside

TROCAL 88 +

TROCAL InnoNova 70A5

34-47 dB

47 dB

34-42 dB

RC2

RC2

RC2

Winkhaus

Winkhaus

Vario Tec-inside
Vario Tec-visible

Uw до
0,8* W/m2K

Uw до
0,74* W/m2K

Uw до
1,04* W/m2K

RESIDENTIAL
BUILDINGS
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construction
depth

frame
and wing

width

double-wing
divider
width

fixed tilt and
turn tilt slide sliding

door
low

threshold
quantity colour

thermal
insulation

sound
insulation

application

seal 

casingsecurity
class

opening configurationsdimensions (mm)

movable
divider
width

82

88

70

120

111

118

160

136

132

195

174

182

3 pcs

3 pcs

2 pcs

black
grey

black
grey

black
grey
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AluClipPro is the perfect solution for all construction projects which 
are sought to be a combination of good appearance, aluminium 
profile stability and extraordinary PVC properties. Aluminium and 
PVC are now elements of a movable compound with extraordinary 
strength and profitability.

TROCAL 88 AluClipPro combines stability, 
aesthetics and economy – a remarkable 
combination of PVC and aluminium.

RESIDENTIAL
BUILDINGS
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The GlassWinSystem is an innovation designed for the 
future: the glass is directly connected with the frame 
structure. This method has been known since façade 
construction but so far it has been limited only to 
windows and aluminium structures. The windows of 
GlassWinSystem has modern design, straight lines and 
narrow silhouette. Combined with the extreme stability 
of the window statics which guarantees its functionality 
for a long period of time GlassWinSystem is preferred 
by architects and investors.

TROCAL GlassWinSystem – the modern 
architecture with huge glazed surfaces 
requires state-of-the-art window 
technology.
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construction
depth

frame
and wing

width

double-wing
divider
width

fixed tilt and
turn tilt slide sliding

door
low

threshold
quantity colour

thermal
insulation

sound
insulation

application

seal 

casingsecurity
class

opening configurationsdimensions (mm)

movable
divider
width

PVC
SYSTEMS 

TROCAL 88
AluClipPro

47 dB

36-42 dB

RC2

RC2

Uw до
0,78* W/m2K

Uw до
1,04* W/m2K

Winkhaus

Winkhaus

TROCAL InnoNova 
70A5

PVC system with a high 
level of insulation

Combination of a PVC 
profile ad aluminium cap

Better UV resistance

All RAL colour ranges 
are available, eloxation

High-tech PVC system

Combination of a PVC 
profile and aluminium cap

Classic design and straight 
angle cap installation

RESIDENTIAL
BUILDINGS
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construction
depth

frame
and wing

width

double-wing
divider
width

fixed tilt and
turn tilt slide sliding

door
low

threshold
quantity colour

thermal
insulation

sound
insulation

application

seal 

casingsecurity
class

opening configurationsdimensions (mm)

movable
divider
width

94

76

121

118

141

132

179

182

3 pcs

2 pcs

black
grey

black
grey
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construction
depth

frame
and wing

width

double-wing
divider
width

fixed tilt and
turn tilt slide sliding

door
low

threshold
quantity colour

thermal
insulation

sound
insulation

application

seal 

casingsecurity
class

opening configurationsdimensions (mm)

movable
divider
width

TROCAL
GlassWinSystem

36-42 dB

34-40 dB

RC2

RC2

Uw до
1,38* W/m2K

Uw до
0,91* W/m2K

Winkhaus

Winkhaus

TROCAL
AluFusion

Modern design and 
perfect proportions

Minimum visible surface 
and elegant exterior lines

Freedom of design and colour 
choice thanks to aluminium caps

Aesthetics and stability 
from the outside, tranquility 
and security from the inside

Use of large-size elements 
in the PVC profile without 
additional steel

Architectural design 

PVC
SYSTEMS 

RESIDENTIAL
BUILDINGS
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construction
depth

frame
and wing

width

double-wing
divider
width

fixed tilt and
turn tilt slide sliding

door
low

threshold
quantity colour

thermal
insulation

sound
insulation

application

seal 

casingsecurity
class

opening configurationsdimensions (mm)

movable
divider
width

70

76

68

121

82

135

82

190

2 pcs

2 pcs

black
grey

black
grey
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PUBLIC
BUILDINGS

Functional design and 
stability. Traditional 
and innovative technology 
solutions.
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The system is a combination of aluminium and steel. 
The result is a stable and durable structure which 
requires minimum maintenance. It is an excellent 
choice both for public buildings and multi-family 
buildings which require extremely high security 
levels.

When security is a priority we 
recommend AWS 90 BR FB4.

PUBLIC
BUILDINGS
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The systems combining aluminium and steel 
possess the abovementioned characteristics. 
They provide limitless possibilities in the design 
of large-format structures. Many of the building 
components can be made automatic depending 
on your imaginative ideas. The structure 
elegance is a major priority.

Public buildings need stable 
structures and minimum 
maintenance.
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construction
depth

frame
and wing

width

double-wing
divider
width

fixed tilt and
turn tilt slide sliding

door
low

threshold
quantity colour

thermal
insulation

sound
insulation

application

seal 

casingsecurity
class

opening configurationsdimensions (mm)

movable
divider
width

ALUMINIUM
SYSTEMS

Openable system with 
thermal insulation

Bullet-proof class fb4 
in combination with an 
anti-theft class up to RC3

Aluminium system with 
high levels of insulation 

Specific contours suitable for 
renovation of old buildings 

Architectural design

AWS 90 BR FB4

AWS 70 ST HI

34-48 dB

34-46 dB

RC3

RC3

Awan Tec

System
casing

Awan Tec

Uw до
1,4* W/m2K

Uw до
1,3* W/m2K

PUBLIC
BUILDINGS
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construction
depth

frame
and wing

width

double-wing
divider
width

fixed tilt and
turn tilt slide sliding

door
low

threshold
quantity colour

thermal
insulation

sound
insulation

application

seal 

casingsecurity
class

opening configurationsdimensions (mm)

movable
divider
width

90

80

127

107

-

163

210

180

2 pcs

2 pcs

black

black
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For this reason they are especially suitable for sites with heavy daily 
traffic such as industrial buildings, schools, hospitals, sports and 
entertainment centers, administrative and municipal buildings. 

The steel used by Jansen makes window structures extremely solid and 
resistant to mechanical damage. The static characteristics of the profiles 
offer practically endless possibilities. The large format of the structures 
is not an obstacle. Steel has an extremely high tensile modulus – 
210 kn/mm2. The specific qualities of the material open up many 
possibilities in the field of static measurement, fire protection, anti-
theft structures and sound insulation.

The wide product range includes thermal and sound insulation profile 
systems for windows and doors made of black galvanized stainless 
steel. There are two words which best describe the brand – solidity 
and elegance. 

Jansen’s system solutions impress not only 
with their stylish design but also with their 
immense stolidity.

PUBLIC
BUILDINGS
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construction
depth

frame
and wing

width

double-wing
divider
width

fixed tilt and
turn tilt slide sliding

door
low

threshold
quantity colour

thermal
insulation

sound
insulation

application

seal 

casingsecurity
class

opening configurationsdimensions (mm)

movable
divider
width

DOOR AND
WINDOW STEEL

SYSTEMS

Thermally insulated 
steel doors and windows

Designer lines

Extremely small visible widths

Extremely strong and 
with high quality

Very well-insulated 
steel window

Possibility for the fabrication 
of large-sized non-standard 
doors and windows

Wide choice of materials

JANISOL ARTE

JANISOL PRIMO

34-42 dB

34-45 dB

RC1

RC3

System
casing 

System
casing 

Uw до
1,6* W/m2K

Uw до
1,3* W/m2K

PUBLIC
BUILDINGS
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construction
depth

frame
and wing

width

double-wing
divider
width

fixed tilt and
turn tilt slide sliding

door
low

threshold
quantity colour

thermal
insulation

sound
insulation

application

seal 

casingsecurity
class

opening configurationsdimensions (mm)

movable
divider
width

60

60

60

82

60

103

95

140

2 pcs

2 pcs

black

black

D
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CASING
SYSTEMS 

Modern anti-theft systems can be successfully used in different windows 
type, even non-standard ones. The mechanic components as well as 
their mechanism are treated with additional thermal powder coating to 
protect the surface. This makes them extremely suitable for aggressive 
environment and harsh climate as well as for residential buildings in 
close proximity to the seacoast. 

Krupal offers its clients and 
partners innovative solutions 
for the security of your home.
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system casing

The completely hidden system casing (without visible hinges) AvanTec 
introduces a new standard on the market and guarantees a high 
security class from RC1 to RC3. It has an attractive handle design and 
possibility to integrate a magnetic circuit breaker for opening and 
access control. The maximum weight of the wing is 160 kg. It is also 
possible to use large raster areas. Opening angle 90˚. Modulated, 
multi-layer security concept.

AvanTec

Schüco systems guarantee RC3 security class 
according to the applicable European standards. 
Thanks to the special accessories of the basic 
system all security functions are hidden, protecting 
your home against break-ins. Security classes 
RC1, RC2, RC3 are based on a uniform multilayer 
security concept which meets the high standards 
of DIN V ENV 1627.

The construction materials belonging 
to this security class provide protection 
against physical force such as kicking, 
jumping, hitting with your shoulder, etc.

Provides protection against attempted 
burglary with the use of a screwdriver, 
pliers and wedges. 

Provides protection against attempts 
to break the locked or bolted structure 
components using an additional tool 
such as a screwdriver or lever.

Opening, closing and airing – easy and 
safe by pushing only one button. The 
state-of-the-art control mechanism of 
Schüco AvanTex Funk lock with one or 
more notches offers a higher degree 
of comfort in the automatic control of 
windows and oberlicht in combination 
with Schüco TipTronic casing.

Possibilities and advantages:
Security is an increasingly important priority 
New possibilities for worthy creations
Schüco offers optimal solutions for any 
functional desires (the technology can 
be used “ON” and “OFFLINE”)
Module units which can be combined 
with one another
All units can be integrated into the profiles
Non-aging aesthetic design
Schüco solutions are tailored to the 
architects and civil engineers’ desires 
with the aim of achieving functionality.

remote control and automation

Schüco TipTronic is the first automated casing which combines energy, 
protection and automation of the openable components of the building. 
In this way the window becomes part of the intelligent buildings. 
The hidden Schüco TipTronic casing is easy and comfortable both for 
manual and automatic operation. A single control device is sufficient 
to connect and control up to 30 windows. There is a wide range of 
automated window openings to choose from, including, oberlicht, 
windows with horizontal and vertical pivot opening as well as wings 
turning round a center pivot. Schüco TipTronic windows are a new 
dimension of smoke and heat extraction systems (RWA).

TipTronic 

ALUMINIUM
WINDOW

CASING

security class

RC1

RC2

RC3
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system casing

The completely hidden system casing (without visible hinges) AvanTec 
introduces a new standard on the market and guarantees a high 
security class from RC1 to RC3. It has an attractive handle design and 
possibility to integrate a magnetic circuit breaker for opening and 
access control. The maximum weight of the wing is 160 kg. It is also 
possible to use large raster areas. Opening angle 90˚. Modulated, 
multi-layer security concept.

AvanTec

Schüco systems guarantee RC3 security class 
according to the applicable European standards. 
Thanks to the special accessories of the basic 
system all security functions are hidden, protecting 
your home against break-ins. Security classes 
RC1, RC2, RC3 are based on a uniform multilayer 
security concept which meets the high standards 
of DIN V ENV 1627.

The construction materials belonging 
to this security class provide protection 
against physical force such as kicking, 
jumping, hitting with your shoulder, etc.

Provides protection against attempted 
burglary with the use of a screwdriver, 
pliers and wedges. 

Provides protection against attempts 
to break the locked or bolted structure 
components using an additional tool 
such as a screwdriver or lever.

Opening, closing and airing – easy and 
safe by pushing only one button. The 
state-of-the-art control mechanism of 
Schüco AvanTex Funk lock with one or 
more notches offers a higher degree 
of comfort in the automatic control of 
windows and oberlicht in combination 
with Schüco TipTronic casing.

Possibilities and advantages:
Security is an increasingly important priority 
New possibilities for worthy creations
Schüco offers optimal solutions for any 
functional desires (the technology can 
be used “ON” and “OFFLINE”)
Module units which can be combined 
with one another
All units can be integrated into the profiles
Non-aging aesthetic design
Schüco solutions are tailored to the 
architects and civil engineers’ desires 
with the aim of achieving functionality.

remote control and automation

Schüco TipTronic is the first automated casing which combines energy, 
protection and automation of the openable components of the building. 
In this way the window becomes part of the intelligent buildings. 
The hidden Schüco TipTronic casing is easy and comfortable both for 
manual and automatic operation. A single control device is sufficient 
to connect and control up to 30 windows. There is a wide range of 
automated window openings to choose from, including, oberlicht, 
windows with horizontal and vertical pivot opening as well as wings 
turning round a center pivot. Schüco TipTronic windows are a new 
dimension of smoke and heat extraction systems (RWA).

TipTronic 

ALUMINIUM
WINDOW

CASING

security class

RC1

RC2

RC3
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accessori applicabili

PVC WINDOW
CASING

Highest degree of function security:
Fewer number of components that 
have to be stored
Rational production
Attractive design in black and silver

It is a remarkable combination of steel and 
plastic. The system has been tested multiple 
times. Each component has been tested 
through simulation of the hardest daily 
conditions conducted by an independent body.

CORONA windows can be combined with 
Schüco casing and accessories, thus forming a 
harmonic combination in a unique and diverse 
shape which is perfect from a technical and 
visual point of view. In addition, the fabrication 
of any non-standard shapes (for example, 
vaults or slopes) does not pose any difficulty 
and requires minimum production efforts.

Vario Tec

Intelligent combination of 
the steel casing and the 
advantages of the casing 
with espagnolettes 
developed in collaboration 
between Schüco and 
Winkhaus Vario Tec.

“Scissors” design: perfect optics – 220 mm and 400 mm

Scissors angle: embedded regulatory mechanism and lock

Angle: embedded security through an integrated regulatable 
locking system with a mushroom head applicable for all 
security classes up to RC2

Security clips: protect from dust and dirt and create 
pleasant optics

Lock: allows standard processing with 3 openings with or without 
locks. Integrated regulatable locking mechanism

Espagnolette: completely covers the casing notch and protects 
from dirt. Perfect optimization and minimum wastage through 
6-meter polls and and 90-meter rollers. Easy to assemble by 
clipsing. Colour: silver or black

Strikes: fast and easy assembly, different security classes

Angle (lower) hinge: locking components – fast and easy assembly, 
stable position within the espagnolette, non-variable setting
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accessori applicabili

PVC WINDOW
CASING

Highest degree of function security:
Fewer number of components that 
have to be stored
Rational production
Attractive design in black and silver

It is a remarkable combination of steel and 
plastic. The system has been tested multiple 
times. Each component has been tested 
through simulation of the hardest daily 
conditions conducted by an independent body.

CORONA windows can be combined with 
Schüco casing and accessories, thus forming a 
harmonic combination in a unique and diverse 
shape which is perfect from a technical and 
visual point of view. In addition, the fabrication 
of any non-standard shapes (for example, 
vaults or slopes) does not pose any difficulty 
and requires minimum production efforts.

Vario Tec

Intelligent combination of 
the steel casing and the 
advantages of the casing 
with espagnolettes 
developed in collaboration 
between Schüco and 
Winkhaus Vario Tec.

“Scissors” design: perfect optics – 220 mm and 400 mm

Scissors angle: embedded regulatory mechanism and lock

Angle: embedded security through an integrated regulatable 
locking system with a mushroom head applicable for all 
security classes up to RC2

Security clips: protect from dust and dirt and create 
pleasant optics

Lock: allows standard processing with 3 openings with or without 
locks. Integrated regulatable locking mechanism

Espagnolette: completely covers the casing notch and protects 
from dirt. Perfect optimization and minimum wastage through 
6-meter polls and and 90-meter rollers. Easy to assemble by 
clipsing. Colour: silver or black

Strikes: fast and easy assembly, different security classes

Angle (lower) hinge: locking components – fast and easy assembly, 
stable position within the espagnolette, non-variable setting
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continuous ventilation systems decentralized ventilation systems

VENTILATION
SYSTEMS

VENTILATION
SYSTEMS

Vento Therm Schüco offers an effective local solution for decentralized 
ventilation installed on windows with 45% of recirculated air 
recuperation as well as ventilation devices IFV within the outer casing 
with excellent energy cost parameters amounting to 85%, which 
guarantees air quality. The ventilation keeps away pollen, insects 
and dust. 

Schüco Vento Therm is the only window ventilation system with 
an external filter, class F7 according to DIN EN 779. It has a 
small installation height and is easy to assemble. 

The regulatable window ventilator Schüco is a continuous ventilation 
system suitable for residential buildings. Thanks to the self-regulating 
ventilation flap the ventilator responds to the change of the wind force 
and takes care of controlled airing and moisture. It is thermally 
interrupted by a foam-insulated area.

There is a possibility for an enhanced sound insulation function with 
a wide control and colour range. There is also an integrated insect 
protection cover which is easy to clean.

Vento Therm

Schüco VarioAir

Vento Therm

Vento Therm Schüco offers an effective 
decentralized ventilation solution: 
integrated ventilation with air 
recuperation – control air circulation 
without opening the window. This 
contributes to energy consumption 
optimization, improves the indoor 
climate and air quality. It is also a 
decisive advantage for the sale and 
operation of the real estate.

Vento Therm Schüco:

Reduces the risk of mould
Keeps away dust, insects and 
pollen which may cause allergy
Provides sound insulation
Increases security levels 
against burglary
Keeps heat and is energy- 
and cost-efficient

Automatic sensor 
ventilation
Recuperation - 45% 
Up to 35% of energy 
saving thanks to the 
ventilation
Meets all EnEv 2009 
standards
Compliance with 
DIN 1946-6
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continuous ventilation systems decentralized ventilation systems

VENTILATION
SYSTEMS

VENTILATION
SYSTEMS

Vento Therm Schüco offers an effective local solution for decentralized 
ventilation installed on windows with 45% of recirculated air 
recuperation as well as ventilation devices IFV within the outer casing 
with excellent energy cost parameters amounting to 85%, which 
guarantees air quality. The ventilation keeps away pollen, insects 
and dust. 

Schüco Vento Therm is the only window ventilation system with 
an external filter, class F7 according to DIN EN 779. It has a 
small installation height and is easy to assemble. 

The regulatable window ventilator Schüco is a continuous ventilation 
system suitable for residential buildings. Thanks to the self-regulating 
ventilation flap the ventilator responds to the change of the wind force 
and takes care of controlled airing and moisture. It is thermally 
interrupted by a foam-insulated area.

There is a possibility for an enhanced sound insulation function with 
a wide control and colour range. There is also an integrated insect 
protection cover which is easy to clean.

Vento Therm

Schüco VarioAir

Vento Therm

Vento Therm Schüco offers an effective 
decentralized ventilation solution: 
integrated ventilation with air 
recuperation – control air circulation 
without opening the window. This 
contributes to energy consumption 
optimization, improves the indoor 
climate and air quality. It is also a 
decisive advantage for the sale and 
operation of the real estate.

Vento Therm Schüco:

Reduces the risk of mould
Keeps away dust, insects and 
pollen which may cause allergy
Provides sound insulation
Increases security levels 
against burglary
Keeps heat and is energy- 
and cost-efficient

Automatic sensor 
ventilation
Recuperation - 45% 
Up to 35% of energy 
saving thanks to the 
ventilation
Meets all EnEv 2009 
standards
Compliance with 
DIN 1946-6
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C0 234 019

RAL 9005, 
9010, 9016

INOX INOX
RAL 9005, 

9010, 9016, 
INOX, INOX look

RAL 9005,
9010, 9016,

INOX, INOX look

RAL 9005,
9010, 9016,

INOX, INOX look

RAL 9005,
9010, 9016,

INOX, INOX look

RAL 9005,
9010, 9016,

INOX, INOX look

C0 234 579 C0 234 946 C0 247 001 C0 247 033 C0 247 289 C0 247 544 C0 247 574

RAL 9005,
9010, 9016,

INOX, INOX look

RAL 9005,
9010, 9016,

INOX, INOX look

RAL 9005,
9010, 9016,

INOX, INOX look

RAL 9005,
9010, 9016,

INOX, INOX look

C0 247 582 C0 247 613 C0 247 680 C0 247 710

aluminium window handles aluminium window handles

Their shape is not distorted by rosettes or 
mechanisms, and the possibility to use hidden 
casing and stainless steel makes every window 
unique.

There is also a set of handles for any opening type.

The design and technology are combined to meet 
fire-proof requirements and high security levels.

Interchangeable components.

It is possible to fabricate different RAL 
colours upon request.

Surface handle processing. 

The elegant handles complete 
the attractive window optics.
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C0 234 019

RAL 9005, 
9010, 9016

INOX INOX
RAL 9005, 

9010, 9016, 
INOX, INOX look

RAL 9005,
9010, 9016,

INOX, INOX look

RAL 9005,
9010, 9016,

INOX, INOX look

RAL 9005,
9010, 9016,

INOX, INOX look

RAL 9005,
9010, 9016,

INOX, INOX look

C0 234 579 C0 234 946 C0 247 001 C0 247 033 C0 247 289 C0 247 544 C0 247 574

RAL 9005,
9010, 9016,

INOX, INOX look

RAL 9005,
9010, 9016,

INOX, INOX look

RAL 9005,
9010, 9016,

INOX, INOX look

RAL 9005,
9010, 9016,

INOX, INOX look

C0 247 582 C0 247 613 C0 247 680 C0 247 710

aluminium window handles aluminium window handles
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0IT_150_00DK

INOX INOX INOX INOX

0IT_153_00DK 051_152_00DK Griff-50 Griff-Sperrtaste Griff-StandardINOX 247 081 МК 21 МК 22 МК 23 МК 24 R12МК 25Fenstergriff-50
Fenstergriff -

Basic
Fenstergriff-
Sperrtaste

aluminium and pvc window handlesaluminium and pvc window handles

RAL 9016, 9005,
F4-bronze,

F9-INOX, golden,
brass

RAL 9016, 9005,
F4-bronze,

F9-INOX, golden,
brass

RAL 9016, 9005,
F4-bronze,

F9-INOX, golden,
brass

RAL 9016, 9005,
F4-bronze,

F9-INOX, golden,
brass

RAL 9016, 9005,
F4-bronze,

F9-INOX, golden,
brass

RAL 9016, 9005,
F4-bronze,

F9-INOX, golden,
brass

RAL 9016, 8019,
silver, old gold,
matte titanium 

RAL 9016, 8019,
silver, bronze,
champagne,

titanium

RAL 9016, 8019,
silver, bronze,
champagne,

titanium

RAL 9016, 8019,
silver, bronze,
champagne,

titanium

RAL 9016, 8019,
silver, bronze,
champagne,

titanium

RAL 9016, 8019,
silver, bronze,
champagne,

titanium
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0IT_150_00DK

INOX INOX INOX INOX

0IT_153_00DK 051_152_00DK Griff-50 Griff-Sperrtaste Griff-StandardINOX 247 081 МК 21 МК 22 МК 23 МК 24 R12МК 25Fenstergriff-50
Fenstergriff -

Basic
Fenstergriff-
Sperrtaste

aluminium and pvc window handlesaluminium and pvc window handles

RAL 9016, 9005,
F4-bronze,

F9-INOX, golden,
brass

RAL 9016, 9005,
F4-bronze,

F9-INOX, golden,
brass

RAL 9016, 9005,
F4-bronze,

F9-INOX, golden,
brass

RAL 9016, 9005,
F4-bronze,

F9-INOX, golden,
brass

RAL 9016, 9005,
F4-bronze,

F9-INOX, golden,
brass

RAL 9016, 9005,
F4-bronze,

F9-INOX, golden,
brass

RAL 9016, 8019,
silver, old gold,
matte titanium 

RAL 9016, 8019,
silver, bronze,
champagne,

titanium

RAL 9016, 8019,
silver, bronze,
champagne,

titanium

RAL 9016, 8019,
silver, bronze,
champagne,

titanium

RAL 9016, 8019,
silver, bronze,
champagne,

titanium

RAL 9016, 8019,
silver, bronze,
champagne,

titanium
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ACCORDION 
SYSTEMS

Accordion doors 
are ideal for space 
optimization.
Accordion doors make it possible for glass walls to 
open almost completely from one end to the other. Their 
components are folded back in compact sections quickly 
which can save a lot of space. They are available in two 
models depending on their application. 
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ACCORDION 
SYSTEMS
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The door wings are firmly secured to upper and lower guides 
which slide quietly mounted on rollers. They can be easily 
folded back and out or moved to the right or to the left. 
The door provides a perfect connection between the indoor 
and the outdoor space. It also has excellent thermal insulation.

The door can be folded out completely, freeing up space in the 
home or office space. This is the perfect choice when additional 
insulation is not necessary.

Opening options

1

4

2

5

3

6

Exterior accordion doors with 
high thermal insulation levels.
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construction
depth

frame
and wing

width

double-wing
divider
width

fixed tilt and
turn tilt slide sliding

door
low

threshold
quantity colour

thermal
insulation

sound
insulation

application

seal 

casingsecurity
class

opening configurationsdimensions (mm)

movable
divider
width

ALUMINIUM
SYSTEMS

Accordion door and window 
system with thermal insulation

An infinite number of wings 
can be integrated and fixed 
to the opening ends.

Various opening configurrations

Suitable both for public 
institutions and private homes

Accordion door and window 
system with high thermal 
insulation levels

An infinite number of wings 
can be integrated and fixed 
to the opening ends

Various opening configurations

Suitable both for public 
institutions and private homes

ASS 70 FD

ASS 80 FD HI

34-45 dB

34-46 dB

RC2

RC2

System
casing

System
casing

Uw до
1,6* W/m2K

Uw до
1,3* W/m2K

ACCORDION 
SYSTEMS
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construction
depth

frame
and wing

width

double-wing
divider
width

fixed tilt and
turn tilt slide sliding

door
low

threshold
quantity colour

thermal
insulation

sound
insulation

application

seal 

casingsecurity
class

opening configurationsdimensions (mm)

movable
divider
width

70

80

131

140

137

140

120

112

2 pcs

3 pcs

black

black
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SLIDING 
SYSTEMS

The sliding aluminium door 
relies not only on its design 
but also on its excellent thermal 
insulation according to the 
Passive House standards.
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SLIDING 
SYSTEMS
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This clean line door system creates coziness and sensation 
of union with nature. It is a suitable companion in the daily 
life of those who prefer the coziness of their home. 
Large-size panoramic components can be operated quietly 
and without any effort both manually and automatically. 
Thanks to these properties children and old people can 
operate it and make an easy use of it. The ventilation 
function serves to regulate the indoor climate both 
during the day and night even when the wing is locked.

Large-format doors are not a 
challenge for ASS 70 HI hung-top 
sliding door system.

Opening configuration

FF

FF

F

1 32

4
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construction
depth

frame
and wing

width

double-wing
divider
width

fixed tilt and
turn tilt slide sliding

door
low

threshold
quantity colour

thermal
insulation

sound
insulation

application

seal 

casingsecurity
class

opening configurationsdimensions (mm)

movable
divider
width

ALUMINIUM
SYSTEMS

ASS 77 PD HI

Sliding system with 
possibility for large-size 
sliding module adjustment

Unique panoramic design

Excellent thermal and 
sound insulation

Suitable for passive 
and innovative buildings 34-44 dB RC2

System casing
Fingerprint 
recognition

ASS 70 HI

Thermally insulated sliding 
door and window 

High levels of thermal 
insulation

Possibility to fabricate 
large-size modules

34-44 dB RC2
System casing

Fingerprint 
recognition

Uw до
1,0* W/m2K

Uw до
1,3* W/m2K

SLIDING 
SYSTEMS
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construction
depth

frame
and wing

width

double-wing
divider
width

fixed tilt and
turn tilt slide sliding

door
low

threshold
quantity colour

thermal
insulation

sound
insulation

application

seal 

casingsecurity
class

opening configurationsdimensions (mm)

movable
divider
width

200 150 77 30 2 pcs

2 pcs

black

black
grey160 137 204 108
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Schüco e-slide – a comfortable 
way of using sliding doors

Discreet design combined 
with intelligent sliding system 
technology Schüco ASS 77 PD.

Easy to use only by 
pushing one button. 

Fingerprint recognition 
for secure opening from 
the outside.

Push the button
 
The easier the sliding doors move, the 
easier it is to operate. This is why Schüco 
developed the e-slide. It is used for 250 kg 
wings and 3x3 meter elements with abso-
lutely automatic, quiet and fast operation 
which will be appreciated by children, old 
people and people with disabilities. The 
hidden e-slide mechanism is operated 
through a keyboard mounted on the wing, 
keypad in the room or central control panel 
of the building. 

 Do you think it’s difficult? Operation is 
so easy that it is impossible to make a 
mistake. Schüco e-slide is a completely 
automatic system designed for sliding and 
top-hung sliding mechanisms. Thanks to 
its intelligent software the e-slide has an 
integrated locking system.

It is impossible to lock yourself out

Locked out on the balcony or terrace? 
It is absolutely impossible thanks to the 
fingerprint recognition with biometric 
system installed on the door profile outside. 
The only thing you have to do is to put your 
finger on the thermal recognition element 
and the top-hung sliding door will open 
automatically if the fingerprint is saved 
in the system. The fingerprint recognition 
provides protection against break-ins. False 
Identification is absolutely impossible!
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Energy through automation

The automatic exterior building structure is 
a task with a bright future. Multiple functions 
such as ventilation, shading, security and en-
ergy production have to be coordinated 
in order to optimize energy costs.
This is achieved through automatic opening 
and locking sliding systems which control the 
natural ventilation cycles as well as shading 
systems varying upon sunlight and daylight. 
Ideally, they are connected with the interior 
lighting as well as with heating and climate 
management.

On the one hand, the door and windows 
operated through a central control panel 
serve to obtain energy, on the other hand 
the building can be cooled during the night 
through controlled opening. 

It was also given the “IF product design award” after beating 4322 products from 48 countries. This is why 
it is preferred by architects and construction companies for which the appearance of their buildings is a 
priority.  ASS 77 PD makes possible the fabrication of sliding groups as transparent and large as possible. 
The panoramic system design is characterized by minimum visible profile width and frame hidden in the 
structure opening. The integrated operating and blocking mechanisms ensure operation with maximum 
comfort.

In 2012 the ASS 77 PD Schüco sliding system was awarded a prize 
for innovative design at the prestigious Red Dot product design 
competition.
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construction
depth

frame
and wing

width

double-wing
divider
width

fixed tilt and
turn tilt slide sliding

door
low

threshold
quantity colour

thermal
insulation

sound
insulation

application

seal 

casingsecurity
class

opening configurationsdimensions (mm)

movable
divider
width

DS 78 SLIDING

Sliding system made 
from solid wood

Triple profiles

Excellent thermal insulation

Possibility for large-size top 
hung sliding modules

31-42 dB RC2 Mako

CORONA CT 70 HS

Top hung sliding PVC 
system

Very good statics

High insulation levels

34-43 dB RC2
System
casing

E-SLIDE
SYSTEMS

Uw до
1,3* W/m2K

Uw до
1,0* W/m2K

SLIDING 
SYSTEMS
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construction
depth

frame
and wing

width

double-wing
divider
width

fixed tilt and
turn tilt slide sliding

door
low

threshold
quantity colour

thermal
insulation

sound
insulation

application

seal 

casingsecurity
class

opening configurationsdimensions (mm)

movable
divider
width

164/
260

149 92 92 2 pcs

black
white
grey

brown 

167 178 221 108 2 pcs black
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RAL 9005,
9010, 9016,

INOX

RAL 9005,
9010, 9016,

INOX

RAL 9005,
9010, 9016,

INOX

C0 247 224P4 C0 247 696 C0 247 228
Exterior

decorative
handle 

top hung sliding system handles

RAL 9005, 9006, 
9016, 8022, 
Champagne 

Clean lines

Classic design

Fabrication of various RAL colours

Wide range of materials

Overall design solution 
for top hung sliding 
door handles.
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The inside and outside profile surface can have 
different colours catering for every taste.
The sales assistant will answer all your 
questions.

COLOURS

An infinite range of 
colours for PVC, aluminium 
and wooden door and 
window systems
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HIMBA 2525 / YW274F

PLATINE 2525 / YW284F

ASIER 2525 / YW150F

TOLEDO 2525 / YW271F

PACIFIC AVENUE 2525 / YW276F

BORA 2525 / YW369F

IRRAWADDY 2525 / YW270F

MANGALIA 2525 / YW269F

VIOLET 2100 Samble/ YW357F

SANAGA 2525 Samble/ YW368F

VERT 2300  Samble/ YW362F

HAVANA 2525 / YW251F

SOTHO 2525 / YW275F

GHARDAIA 2525 / YW253F

FARO 2525 / YW268F GRAZALEMA 2525 / YW266F

MENELES 2525 / YW267F

ATLANTE 2525 / YW282F

BLEU 2500 Samble / YW372F

VERT 2500 Samble / YW354F

BLEU 2700 Samble / YW353F

BLEU 2600 Samble / YW361F

GRIS 2900 Samble / YW355F

CHAMPAGNE 2525 / YW281F

PYRITE 2525 / YW207F

GALET 2525 / YX050F

BRONZE 2525 / YW283F SILVER 2525 / YW206F

JAISALMER 2525 / YW273F

AQUADISIAC 2525 / YW278F

SAN FRANCISCO 2525 / YW277F

GOLDEN BEACH 2525 / YW255FHALAMHERA 2525 / YW052F

THAR 2525 / YW272F

PORTOBELLO 2525 / YW050FGRIS 2500  Sable/ YW358F

ROUGE 2100  Sable/ YW371F

GRIS 29770  Chine/ YX051F

GRIS 2800  Samble/ YX356F IVOIRE 2100  Samble/ YX364F

GRIS 2150  Sable/ YW365F YAZD 2525  Sable/ YW370F

MARS 2525  Sable/ YX355F

STARLIGHT 2525  Sable/ YX353FNOIR 2100  Sable/ YW359F

NOIR 2200  Sable/ YW360F

BURN 2650  Sable/ YW366F

GRIS 2400  Sable/ YW373F

ZEBRANO-DS-775-2805-02

OAK V2-DS-739-2301-02

OAK V1-DS-733-2301-02

MAHOGANY-DS-0706S-1704-01

CHERRY-DS-739-1403-01

CHERRY-DS-733-1401-01

WALNUT V2-DS-772-1801-02

WALNUT V1-DS-733-1801-02

TEAK-DS-733-2601-01

TEAK V2-DS-0739S-2601-01

ROVERE-DS-0733S-2516-02

PINE-DS-716-2103-01

The AKZONOBEL colour range is 
a designer collection of non-toxic 
thermoactive powder coatings for 
architectural aluminium profiles. 
They are extremely resistant and 
withstand severe weather.

COLOUR RANGE FOR ALUMINIUM SURFACES

FUTURA COLLECTION
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Високо качествени 

прахови покрития 

пресъздаващи 

съваршенни 

дървеснтни декори. 

ДЪРВЕСНИ ЦВЕТОВЕ

ЦВЕТОВИ ДИАПАЗОН ЗА АЛУМИНИЕВИ ПОВЪРХНОСТИ

HIMBA 2525 / YW274F

PLATINE 2525 / YW284F

ASIER 2525 / YW150F

TOLEDO 2525 / YW271F

PACIFIC AVENUE 2525 / YW276F

BORA 2525 / YW369F

IRRAWADDY 2525 / YW270F

MANGALIA 2525 / YW269F

VIOLET 2100 Samble/ YW357F

SANAGA 2525 Samble/ YW368F

VERT 2300  Samble/ YW362F

HAVANA 2525 / YW251F

SOTHO 2525 / YW275F

GHARDAIA 2525 / YW253F

FARO 2525 / YW268F GRAZALEMA 2525 / YW266F

MENELES 2525 / YW267F

ATLANTE 2525 / YW282F

BLEU 2500 Samble / YW372F

VERT 2500 Samble / YW354F

BLEU 2700 Samble / YW353F

BLEU 2600 Samble / YW361F

GRIS 2900 Samble / YW355F

CHAMPAGNE 2525 / YW281F

PYRITE 2525 / YW207F

GALET 2525 / YX050F

BRONZE 2525 / YW283F SILVER 2525 / YW206F

JAISALMER 2525 / YW273F

AQUADISIAC 2525 / YW278F

SAN FRANCISCO 2525 / YW277F

GOLDEN BEACH 2525 / YW255FHALAMHERA 2525 / YW052F

THAR 2525 / YW272F

PORTOBELLO 2525 / YW050FGRIS 2500  Sable/ YW358F

ROUGE 2100  Sable/ YW371F

GRIS 29770  Chine/ YX051F

GRIS 2800  Samble/ YX356F IVOIRE 2100  Samble/ YX364F

GRIS 2150  Sable/ YW365F YAZD 2525  Sable/ YW370F

MARS 2525  Sable/ YX355F

STARLIGHT 2525  Sable/ YX353FNOIR 2100  Sable/ YW359F

NOIR 2200  Sable/ YW360F

BURN 2650  Sable/ YW366F

GRIS 2400  Sable/ YW373F

ZEBRANO-DS-775-2805-02

OAK V2-DS-739-2301-02

OAK V1-DS-733-2301-02

MAHOGANY-DS-0706S-1704-01

CHERRY-DS-739-1403-01

CHERRY-DS-733-1401-01

WALNUT V2-DS-772-1801-02

WALNUT V1-DS-733-1801-02

TEAK-DS-733-2601-01

TEAK V2-DS-0739S-2601-01

ROVERE-DS-0733S-2516-02

PINE-DS-716-2103-01

Power coatings for aliminium 
windows, raised wooden 
pattern which strongly 
resembles the appearance 
and nuances of virgin wood. 
Wooden patterns are UV-
resistant and retain their 
properties for a long period 
of time.

COLOUR RANGE FOR ALUMINIUM SURFACES

FUTURA COLLECTION WOODEN PATTERNS
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SAF-DB 703

SAF-RAL 9007

SAF-RAL 9006

SAF-RAL 140-M

SAF-RAL 630-M

SAF-RAL 450-M

SAF-RAL 450-M

SAF-RAL 350-M

WHITE LINE

CREAM LINE SIENA ROSSO / 49233

SIENA NOCE / 49237

ANTHRAZITGRAU / 7016.05

QUARGRAU / 1.7039.05

BASALTGRAU / 7012.05

SILBERGRAU / 7155.05

METALLIC SILBER / F436-1002

ALUMINIUM / F436-1001

ANTHRAZITGRAU / 7016.05

BESALTGRAU / 7012.05

SILBERGRAU / 7155.05

SIGNALGRAU / 7004.05

ACHATGRAU / 7038.05

SCHWARZGRAU / 7021.05

LICHTGRAU / 7251.05 WINCHESTER XA / 49240

CANADIAN / 49195

INDIAN / 49198

MONTANA / 49197

GOLDEN OAK / 49158

OREGON 4 / 1.1920.01

DOUGLASIE / 3.1520.09

MAHAGONI / 2.0970.13

EICHE DUNKEL / 3167004

BRAUN DEKOR / 8518.05

EICHE HELL / 3.1670.02

NUSSBAUM / 2.1780.07

EICHE NATUR / 3.1670.11

BERGKIEFER / 3.0690.41ROT / 3081.05

STAHLBLAU / 515005

BRILLANTBLAU / 5007.05

MOOSGRUN / 6005.05

TANNENGRUN / 6125.05COPPER EFFECT

Schüco Automotivefinish opens up new 
first-class possibilities for shaping the 
interior and exterior. The high quality coat-
ing has an extremely durable colour and 
withstands harsh weather, drawing upon 
the high technological requirements in car 
industry. 

It is important to highlight that the 
windows, doors and accessories can be 
fabricated and delivered in one and the 
same nuance. They are available in 9 
different colours for interior and exterior 
design with different structure and gloss 
degree as well as 2 additional colours 
only for interior use.

What is the final result? Brilliant metallic 
colours which can be fabricated through 
an economical industrial process recognized 
by the German Federal Foundation for the 
Environment as an environmentally-friendly 
method. Metallic colour and PVC – a 
combination of a brilliant surface and 
the advantages of PVC as a material.

PVC SURFACES COLOUR RANGE

SCHÜCO AUTOMOTIVEFINISH

Interior and
exterior colors

Interior
colors

The brand new method for 
painting plastic profiles has been 
developed thanks to the collective 
efforts of Schüco and one of the 
leading car paint manudafcurers 
in the course of three years.
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INDIAN / 49198
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OREGON 4 / 1.1920.01

DOUGLASIE / 3.1520.09

MAHAGONI / 2.0970.13

EICHE DUNKEL / 3167004

BRAUN DEKOR / 8518.05

EICHE HELL / 3.1670.02

NUSSBAUM / 2.1780.07

EICHE NATUR / 3.1670.11
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STAHLBLAU / 515005

BRILLANTBLAU / 5007.05

MOOSGRUN / 6005.05

TANNENGRUN / 6125.05COPPER EFFECT

Wood decor achieved 
through profile foiling. 
A wide range of colours 
and raised UV-stabilized 
wooden patterns.

PVC SURFACES COLOUR RANGE

WOOD COLOURS
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RAL 9001 6501

NUSS NUSS RAL 9003 6503

RAL 1013 6502NUSS AFRORMOSIA 6492

KASTANIE AFRORMOSIA 6497

AFRORMOSIA TEAK 6493

AFRORMOSIA 6495 

NUSS EICHE  6483

KASTANIE TEAK 6489

KASTANIE FICHTE 6491

ESCHE FICHTE 6487

ESCHE ESCHE 6488 

EICHE EICHE 6498

AFRORMOSIA EICHE 6494

SCHUCO
PVC

СИСТЕМИ

TYPES OF WOOD

WHITE OAK

SPRUCE

MERANTI
We offer various types of softwood as well as tropical 
wood such as meranti, eucalyptus and oak. The triple 
profiles lend the structure an outstanding quality.
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RAL 9001 6501

NUSS NUSS RAL 9003 6503

RAL 1013 6502NUSS AFRORMOSIA 6492

KASTANIE AFRORMOSIA 6497

AFRORMOSIA TEAK 6493

AFRORMOSIA 6495 

NUSS EICHE  6483

KASTANIE TEAK 6489

KASTANIE FICHTE 6491

ESCHE FICHTE 6487

ESCHE ESCHE 6488 

EICHE EICHE 6498

AFRORMOSIA EICHE 6494

SCHUCO
PVC

СИСТЕМИ

A wide range of different types of wood. 
Wood processing in four steps:

IMPREGNATION
UNDERCOATING
GRAIN FILLING
VARNISHING

This technology guarantees 
a long service life of the 

Apart from the gloss finishes we also 
offer the whole range of RAL colours

WOODEN SYSTEMS COLOUR RANGE 

GLOSS FINISHES
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There are fewer and fewer natural resources, and the energy 
we obtain through their use is more and more expensive. 
This imposes not only new standards in construction but also 
stricter window requirements. Therefore thermal insulation is 
crucially important. The combination of these factors in a single 
product makes it the most technologically advanced component 
in the construction of buildings. 

The purpose of a window determines its 
properties. This depends not only on the 
frame structure but also on the chosen 
glass unit. 

The thermal bridge has to be interrupted 
between the isothermal boundaries of the 
indoor and outdoor space. This prevents 
indoor window condensation.

ENERGY 
EFFICIENCY - 10̊ C

 

  0˚C

+5˚C

+10˚C

+15̊ C

+20 C̊

0˚C 10˚C

-10˚C +20˚C
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Do we know enough about window’s thermal insulation properties? Do we know how to measure their values 
according to the coefficient of the different materials used in the fabrication of a window? There are three major 
components in window fabrication and their modifications which determine thermal and sound insulation levels 
The heat transfer coefficient of the whole window is calculated through the equation Uw/m2K. It is the sum 
total of the coefficients of the following units.

THERMAL INSULATION

Ug

Uf

Ψg

Heat transfer glazing coefficient which shows the heat quantity per square 
meter of a glass surface. The smaller the value, the more effective the glass 
units, reducing heat loss and energy costs.

PSI is a heat transfer coefficient which measures the values of the spacer 
bar area, the connecting unit of the two wings forming the glass unit.

Heat transfer coefficient of the profile combination or window 
frame comprised of the frame and the wing.

U
w

/m
2

K

89
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The glass unit may consist of two, three or four wings forming 1-3 air 
chambers among one another. The air chambers can be filled with gas 
(argon) which in combination with low-emissivity glass can achieve very 
good thermal insulation levels. The glass types used to fabricate the 
glass unit are determined according to the building location. There has 
been an increased use of glass which combines a low heat transfer 
coefficient – Ug and low solar factor – SF.

SF (solar factor) is a digital reflection of the whole quantity of solar 
energy absorbed by the glass and transmitted to the indoor space. 
The lower the solar factor, the lower the indoor space cooling costs. 

air chamber 

glass 

spacer bar

desiccant (drying agent)

external seal 

In most cases the glass unit takes up most of the window 
area which makes it a major factor in determining its 
thermal and sound insulation properties.

GLASS UNITS

Glass type

transparent 
glass

Structure

Size 
(mm) 24

2,6

30

77,1

81,1

14,7

24

1,1

31

61,5

79,3

11,9

24

1,0

31

42,4

66,2

26,4

36

0,7

35

38

58

32

44

0,6

35

38

58

32

Solar energy 
transmittance

(%)

Sunlight 
reflection 

(%)

Ug (W/m2K)
Factor with 

argon gas 90%

Rw
Sound insulation

(db)

SF-g
Solar factor

 (%)

transparent 
glass

transparent 
glass

low-e 
glass

transparent 
glass

low-e 
glass

throughout 
the year

throughout 
the year

throughout 
the year

transparent 
glass

transparent 
glass

low-e 
glass
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This means that the heat transfer coefficient 
within the glass unit perimeter depends on 
the material of the spacer bar as well as the 
profile material. Thermal spacer bars can be 
used to achieve as low coefficients as possible. 
They are made of PVC which makes them a 
poor conductor in comparison to standard 
aluminium spacer bars. 

Each spacer bar can be used to achieve 
lower PSI values – 0,04 W/m2K for 
aluminium windows. This factor should not be 
underestimated since a heat transfer coef-
ficient lower by 0,2 (Uw, W/m2K) for the whole 
window can be achieved only with the use of 
thermal spacer bars. The thermal spacer bar 
reduces significantly the risk of condensation 
of the glass unit on the interior side of the 
window.

Constructed in this way the glass unit achieves an improved 
vibration absorption caused by sound waves. The use of 
laminated glass with a special folio as well as the filling 
of the gas chamber between the glasses with heavy gas 
(krypton) or a mixture of gases increases the glass unit 
sound insulation levels.

The coefficient Ψg – PSI measures heat transfer 
within the glass unit perimeter. The coefficient is 
a variable quantity. 

Adequate sound insulation levels (dB) of the unit 
glass can be achieved through a combination of 
glass with different thickness.

krypton (gas)

vibrations

sound insulated 
glass panel 

sound waves

Thermal spacer bar Aluminium spacer bar

THERMAL SPACER BARS SOUND INSULATION

Aluminium profile with an aluminium spacer bar – 
the heat transfer within the spacer bar area is 0,11W/m2K. 
Plastic profile with an aluminium spacer bar – 
the heat transfer within the spacer bar area is 0.08 W/m2K.

RAL 8003

RAL 1016 RAL 1015RAL 5003

RAL 8014 RAL 8012 RAL 1001 RAL 8003 RAL 1011 RAL 1034

RAL 9005 RAL 9023 RAL 7035 RAL 9016

RAL 5003 RAL 7013 RAL 6010 RAL 6026 RAL 6018
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WARRANTY PERIOD SERVICES

Thanks to our experience in 
manufacturing technologically 
advanced doors and windows 
KRUPAL guarantees the following 
warranty periods and standards:

The guarantee shall not 
apply for the specified 
defects if they have 
appeared as a result 
of mechanical damage 
or stain caused by paint 
aster window installation.

KRUPAL is a fast-developing 
company with a highly 
qualified team of 
professionals and high-
tech products. 

year guarantee

1
1

2

2

3

3

4

4

5

6

7

8

10 

year guarantee

5 

We offer our clients a long-term partnership.

Expert project design.

Quick solution to any technical details and their coordination 
with the help of our specialists.

Expert assistance provided by our consultants in the choice of 
a suitable window system according to the design or location 
of your home or building.

You will receive a high quality finished product which was 
subject to any control checks by Krupal’s Audit Department.

Transportation and delivery on-site or to a specified address. 

Window installation by Krupal’s qualified technicians. 

Quick warranty service and possibility for aster-sales 
service upon request.

Appearance of 
unnatural change 
of colour and 
cracks on the 
profile surface 
of the white PVC 
windows or doors.

Appearance of 
unnatural change of 
colour and cracks on 
the inside surface of a 
window in a room with 
foiled PVC door and 
window profiles.

Appearance of 
unnatural change of 
colour and cracks on 
the surface of eloxated 
and powder coated 
surfaces of aluminium 
doors and windows.

Opening the 
glass unit. 

1

2

3 4
The warranty for doors 
and windows made from 
aluminium, wood and PVC as 
a finished product shall come 
into effect aster installation

If unnatural colour or gloss 
finish changes appear on the 
surface of doors and windows 
made from virgin wood the 
warranty period shall come 
into effect aster installation.

Pre-fabricated casing – against corrosion 
of the components and mechanisms of the 
casing system equipped with an additional 
powder coating to protect the surface.
The warranty shall not be valid in case 
of dust on the casing system components 
which has gathered as a result of 
construction and finishing works 
conducted in the proximity of the 
windows aster installation.
The warranty period shall come into 
effect aster the installation of the doors 
and windows. KRUPAL recommends that 
the casing system should be serviced and 
lubricated once per year during autumn 
or twice during autumn or spring within 
a 6-month period.
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a 6-month period.
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OUR PARTNERS
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CERTIFICATES

Krupal’s team is in a process 
of dynamic development 
with the aim of offering 
better services and 
guarantees to its clients. 
Thanks to this process our 
technicians and experts 
constantly improve their 
knowledge about high 
technologies and market 
trends. 
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